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MEET THE TEAM

Yen Egebak @apple_acres_dk - Sustainable Gardening 

 Tasha Medve @thepurposefulyou - Eco Living 

Cadie Piecuch @naturallycadie - CEO & Editor In Chief

Sarah @wanderlightly  - Natural skincare & Low Waste Workshops

Yen lives with her family, in Denmark, Scandinavia, on a small 4
acre homestead. For the past 10 years they have been growing the
majority of their own food. Trying only to eat, what they can grow
themselves, and are constantly trying to explore the limits for
growing warm loving plants in a colder climate and extending the
seasons. 

Tasha Medve is a full time eco influencer and blogger and founder of
The Purposeful You. She lives on Vancouver Island with her husband,
rescue dog and their two year old son where she shares attainable
eco-friendly lifestyle tips with her followers in the home, garden and
on the go. Tasha is passionate about inspiring purposeful choices in
your daily life that positively impacts your well-being, animals and the
planet. 

Sarah is a Kiwi living in Sydney, Australia and is the woman behind
Wanderlightly. Sarah is an Earth custodian, holistic skincare creator, &
Imperfect low-waste living educator looking to make a difference to our
collective mother. 2014 was where she witnessed first-hand the devastating
effects of Plastic Pollution and inspired her to start my own journey to reduce
her plastic use & go Plastic-free for a year. Her passion is to create small batch
skincare developed from this journey and as a way to reach & share a natural
way of living with others.

Cadie Piecuch is the CEO of Waste Free Planet, and she also runs her
very own wellness blog @naturallycadie, where she provides
sustainable lifestyle & wellness tips with easy to follow plant based
recipes. She was born with compassion for all living things and as soon
as she learned about the plant based vegan diet at a young age, she was
instantly hooked. Cadie loves experimenting with new healthy recipes
in the kitchen and has plans to expand in the near future!
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Ana Olteanu @savour.the.detour - Intentional Living 

Ana is the creator behind Savour the Detour, a sustainable living and travel
platform with a focus on the outdoors. Through writing and photography she
hopes to inspire you to reconnect with nature in all its forms, and encourage
its protection. Whether picking up litter, making a plastic swap, or booking an
off-grid accommodation - she believes each of us can make mindful choices
that leave behind a positive footprint.

https://www.instagram.com/apple_acres_dk/
https://www.instagram.com/thepurposefulyou/
https://www.instagram.com/naturallycadie/
https://www.instagram.com/wanderlightly/
https://www.instagram.com/rootedheartgarden/
https://www.thepurposefulyou.com/home
https://www.instagram.com/savour.the.detour/


MEET THE TEAM
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A big thank you to all of our talented writers and creators for contributing their
knowledge and providing new and exciting ways to help save our precious

Mother Earth.
 

- Team Waste Free Planet

Beatrice @beatriceturner - Content Creator, Ethical Fashion 
Activist and Sustainability Advocate 

Originally from Brazil, Beatrice now lives in England with her husband and
two young children. Beatrice Turner created The Fair Edit from a love of both
fashion and living a conscious lifestyle. Combining both her devotion to
sustainability with fashion and style, Bea creates quality original photography
for smart, beautiful and fresh content in order to educate her army of loyal
followers in subjects that support sustainability and fair practices. She is
proud to be a mother, second-hand enthusiast and ethical fashion and
sustainability advocate.

https://www.instagram.com/beatriceturner/


Cadie Piecuch
A Letter From The Editor-in-Chief

Hi! My name is Cadie Piecuch, I started my journey to low waste and non toxic
living at a very young age. Growing up thrift shopping and being conscious of
waste, all while being the first one in my family to transition to a plant based
diet. It wasn’t until the past half of the decade that I really became more active
in the community. As the CEO and President of Waste Free Planet, my goal is to
inspire others to live their lives, as mindful as possible and I truly believe that
what you put into the universe is what you get back and that we all must work
together to change the path of which we are headed. Using this platform has
been incredibly inspiring, and I thrive on helping spread knowledge and
education to people from around the world on how we can all work together to
lower our environmental impact for a better tomorrow! 

As someone who regularly practices self care, it’s
very important for me to share that self care
goes beyond just skin deep. I am a huge advocate
for the quote 

I believe that in order to be able to take care of
our Planet, one must start with themselves. and I
believe that self care includes all aspects of
mindful and conscious living, for example:

1.Walking outside in nature and getting some
fresh air

Nature has amazing healing benefits and
movement is vital for a healthy body and mind.
Practicing yoga and gratitude is also a great
option. 

2. Eating a well balanced diet with lots of fresh
fruits and vegetables

Whole foods are what we need to fuel ourselves  
to be able to get through each day, along with
being sure to keep hydrated. Eating a plant based
diet not only helps with reducing carbon
emissions but it also helps decrease your risk of
variable diseases.

3. Staying away from toxins

"You must fill your cup before 
filling others"

Eliminating harmful chemicals and toxins from
your daily routine as well as toxic people, help
better the planet and your overall health. 

4. Keeping Stresses Low  

By connecting with loved ones and doing things
you enjoy and are passionate about, you can
keep the mind sharp. It's important to constantly
stay inspired and continue to learn. It's
important to educate yourself and others with
kindness and positivity to help make great
changes in this world

5. Lastly, enjoying some physical self care
activities such as a good skin care routine, epsom
salt baths, massages and anything that relaxes
the mind, body and soul for a fresh restart
ahead! 

As you can see, taking care of yourself first is the
important step you need to take before taking
care of others.  This will give you the energy and
clear mind you need to take the steps needed to
help heal each other and Mother Earth. Always
remember there is no such thing as perfection
but if we all work togther we can accomplish
great changes and do  our best to reduce our
environmental impacts!

Thank you for following us on this exciting
jouney and we look forward to continuing our
education and sharing the knowledge we have
learned over the time we've spent on this Earth.

All the love, Cadie Piecuch
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How to extend
shelf life of
pumpkins AND
how to use
them all up
It's nearly spooky season, and that means
preparing for the pumpkin patch is just
around the corner! Now, we all love our
festive pumpkins, but what we don't love, is
food waste! So what are some ways to give
our pumpkin friends a longer life? Keep
reading to find out...

One of our favourite things to do with pumpkins,
is roast and season their seeds. So salty, so
crunchy and so delicious - who wouldn't love this
as a tasty, no waste, treat?

 
Take your pumpkin seeds and wash and rinse

them thoroughly. Pat to dry. Toss in salt and oil
until seeds are coated evenly. Bake at 300 for

about 45 minutes and enjoy! 
 

*feel free to boil seeds prior to seasoning for a more even bake*

Yes, pumpkins are safe for wildlife to eat!
Just be sure that there is no paint, drawings  
or other chemcials on them. And in our
opinion, it's best to take them out to the
woods, so they can stay safe in their
surroundings and  not have to face the
potential dangers of coming into residential
neighbourhoods.

Another option? Donate to local animal
sanctuaries in need! 

Roast Pumpkin Seeds Feed Local Wildlife
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Once you've picked your happy, healthy pumpkins, there are a few extra steps you can take to
ensure they last as long as possible!

Pumpkin Soup
Pumpkin Pie
Pumpkin Pasta
Pumpkin Bread
Pumpkin Broth
Roasted Pumpkin 

One of the best things about Fall, is all of
the warming dishes, like:

How to extend the life of your Pumpkin 
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Warming Dishes

Don'r carve too soon! 

Did you know that an uncarved pumpkin can last 2-3
months, away from harsh weather conditions?  That's
right! So it's best to wait to carve your pumpkins until
about 1-3 days before Halloween night! 

Bathtime 

One way to keep your pumpkin fresher for long is by
giving it a vinegar bath! Soak 10 to 1 part vinegar and
water (more water than vinegar) for roughly half an hour,
take out and fully dry. The vinegar acts as an anti fungal
making sure your orange buddy doesn't rot prematurely.
You can also give them ice baths to rehydrate throughout
the month! Oil to preserve 

Once dried you can also use 
 coconut oil all over to help keep
hydrated and to help fungus stay
away! Simply moisturize, the entire
pumpkin, especially the exposed
fleshy bits on the inside. Apply as
needed!

Happy Halloween!



By Cadie Piecuch @naturallycadie

INGREDIENTS

HOW TO

4 lb pumpkin
1/2 onion
3 garlic cloves
4 cups of veggie broth
salt & pepper
1/2 cup coconut cream 

PUMPKIN SOUP

H O W  T O  M A K E
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In a pot, oil and sauté onions and garlic.
 

Peel, skin and remove pumpkin seeds,
chopping into chunks

 
Add in pumpkin and broth to the pot.
Bring to a boil. Simmer until tender.
Season with salt and pepper to taste

 
Once pumpkins are fork tender, pour

contents into blender and blend on high
until smooth

 
Pour back into the pot and  stir in

coconut cream to finish!

One of my favorite ways to warm
up in Fall is with a comforting
bowl of soup 

https://www.instagram.com/naturallycadie/


OFF THE GRID TRAVEL

When hearing about off-grid accommodations, you might think cold & small, pretty dark,
middle of nowhere. These types of experiences during local or global travel can seem
daunting, for many reasons. Yet after staying off-grid around the world, the description
above has never been a reflection of these spaces – if anything, there are always
surprising comforts at every turn. You just need to know what to look for, and where!
 
Once you have a taste of what off-grid experiences offer, you might find yourself wanting
to go back, over and over. It is a unique way to see new places, guarantees a digital detox,
and shows us how to travel in a way that is much kinder to the planet.

By Ana Olteanu @savour.the.detour
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WHAT IS AN OFF-GRID 
ACCOMMODATION?

Before we dive into what kind of accommodation to
look out for, let’s define “off-grid”.

Off-grid is usually associated with disconnecting
from the rest of a city, town, or other form of
societal construct. These spaces often produce their
own electricity, use well water, and (sometimes)
have no wi-fi. They come in all shapes and sizes
from cabins, treehouses, huts and more. They can
be located deep in the woods or very close to busy
towns.

HOW TO FIND OFF-GRID SPACES 
& WHAT DETAILS TO LOOK FOR

There are many levels of “off-grid”, and the best
suggestion is to aim for what you’re most
comfortable with, especially the first time
around. A good example is that some places 

offer back-up generators if you use up all the solar energy, so maybe you’re only comfortable with that
option. Even if the goal is to not use them and be less wasteful, it might give piece of mind. Or, maybe
you’re curious to see just how quickly you run through the power in a cabin, before having to light up
some candles and play Scrabble in dim light. Some may be thrilled at the idea of using a low-flow
outdoor shower, while others may shudder at the thought and really need their warm water. Read the
descriptions of each stay carefully, to avoid any surprises. Here are a few places to find off-grid
accommodations, all around the world: 

 
Ecobnb.com

Hipcamp.com
Airbnb.com

WWOOF.net

WHAT BENEFITS DOES THIS TYPE OF TRAVEL OFFER TO US & THE 
PLANET?

Once you find a spot that resonates with the vision of your next adventure, you can also feel good
about booking a space that is minimizing your travel footprint. Many off-grid accommodations save
loads of energy and are socially conscious, often implementing at least a few or all of the following into
their management:
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Solar energy
Energy recovery ventilators
Reusable items throughout
Locally sourced toiletries
Fairtrade & local coffee/tea
Energy efficient lights, appliances, windows
& doors
Use of reclaimed or FSC certified wood
Organic vegetables & other food grown right
on the property
Planting of trees with each stay
Composting options
Mindful water use, including rain water
harvesting & water flow reducers
Reused/antique furniture

You may even wind up with no wi-fi (or opt to
shut off your phone) for true re-wilding and a
much needed digital detox 😊 It brings us away
from the whirlwind of our hectic lives,
reconnecting us with nature (and likely,
ourselves).

WHAT TO BRING WITH YOU

Depending on how off grid your place really is,
this list will change. Make it your own and
remember that it’s better to be overprepared
than under!

WATER FILTER
If your accommodation has a limited source of
water with a lake or river nearby, bring along a
water filter or tabs, in case you end up needing
it.

POWER SOURCE
Having a backup power source if there isn’t one
can be helpful for emergencies or extra lighting.
We also use it for charging the camera 😉

LAYERS
If you’re exploring in any season other than
summer, make sure to pack layers! Extra
blankets are also helpful, along with sleeping
bags in the winter if you want to be really cozy. 

KNOWLEDGE OF HOW TO START A FIRE
Look up a few videos on starting a fire with a
wood stove! This is a great skill to have and
almost all accommodations we’ve stayed in
have had one.
FIRST-AID KIT
Most places will have this, but if you need
anything specific to you or your group, make
sure to bring one along. 

READY FOR YOUR OFF-GRID 
STAY?

Time away from modern surroundings can offer
significant mental health benefits and can be
especially helpful after weeks or months of lock-
downs. Off-grid adventures are a unique way to
do this, and can open up a whole new way of
traveling for those who choose to give it a try.

And coming home? This is an experience in
itself. We realize that we truly don’t need much,
and that being immersed in nature with the
simple things in life may be the reset we all 
 yearn for.
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The fashion industry is bursting at its seams with
an estimation that between 80 and 100 billion
pieces of clothing are produced globally each year.
In the UK alone more than 206.456 tonnes of
textile waste is generated each year and only 25%
of it is either reused or recycled. With the average
household owning around £4,000 worth of clothes
do you reckon you’re getting your money’s worth? 

When we purchase cheap clothing from unethical
retailers, we are directly investing in inhuman
conditions where people are held and forced to
work. It's an unpleasant reality but that t-shirt you
got from any fast fashion retailer was quite
possibly made by a child or trafficked worker in
unsafe or even deadly conditions for pennies a day
if that. 
It doesn't even end there: the impact of the current
business model in which fashion operates is not
just social and environmental, it also affects our
mental health and our pockets, creating trends
that change at a speed that you can never catch up
with. 

Brands want us to keep buying new clothes all the
time and the heavy marketing, especially 
on social media, makes us want new clothes, even
if we don’t need them or can afford them.
So if you’ve had your fill of fast fashion or are done
fighting the trend cycles and battling a 

How to Create a More 
Sustainable Wardrobe 

bulging wardrobe, it’s time to take back
control, and we’re here to help you do just
that.

The idea of creating a sustainable or ethical
wardrobe can be a daunting one. It can make
you feel the need to get rid of everything you
own and start from scratch but that’s the
exact opposite of what you should do to be
more sustainable - every new item of clothing
made has a substantial environmental impact
attached to it. The real moto here is to shop
less and be more mindful. Ultimately it
involves a shift in your mindset and a
willingness to change habits. Think about
how much wear you’ll get from that piece,
what is made of (favour natural materials)
and if you really want it or you’re just falling
for a marketing trick, because if you love your
clothes you’ll cherish them and they’ll last
longer, resulting in a much more sustainable
way to consume fashion.

Here are some tips to help you develop a
sustainable closet:

1. Sift through what you own and consider a
Capsule Wardrobe - A capsule wardrobe is
where you only keep high-quality, perfectly
fitting, neutral pieces of clothing that
coordinate well and can be worn in several 
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By Beatrice Turner
@beatriceturner

https://www.instagram.com/beatriceturner/


different ways to cater for multiple occasions. The
overall goal of having a capsule wardrobe is that
you would have a minimal amount of clothing to
choose from daily making your life easier, simpler
and more sustainable

2. Think before you shop - Not only ask the good old
question “do I actually need this?” but also “where
does this product come from and how was it
made?”. When you have that *click* in your brain
and decide to live more sustainably, you naturally
start asking questions and distinguishing what is
sustainable and ethical from what isn’t, which helps
you buy more consciously.

3. Embrace your style to avoid unwanted purchases -
Getting to know what suits you will help you decide
what you need in your wardrobe and avoid the
unnecessary clutter of those items that are bought
and never worn. Choosing the clothes you like, and
not the ones dictated by fashion, will ensure that
when you open your wardrobe you will actually
want to wear what’s in there. It doesn’t have to be
lots, but key pieces that match up to make different
looks are a great asset to your wardrobe. 

4. Know what you own and save money - Research
shows that around 30% of clothing in wardrobes has
not been worn for at least a year, so there may just
be some forgotten pieces in there for you to enjoy
again. This is a great way to see how you can make
the best of what you’ve got instead of buying more.

5. When buying new, look out for ethical companies
-  Fair Trade International & B-Corp Certifications
take a company’s environmental, social, and
economic impact into consideration and can be a
good indicator that the company legitimately
follows through on what they say they do. An
ethical and sustainable business will have its
production details listed. They’re proud to inform
their consumers of how their clothes are made and
by whom. Search for impact reports and information
about the factories they use.

6. On a budget? Not a problem! - Go second-hand!
That’s not only cheap but great for the environment.
By wearing second-hand clothes and accessories,
you extend the lifespan of pieces that would
otherwise end up in the landfill. Consider having a
capsule wardrobe. Remember that when you have a
smart and high-quality wardrobe, your clothes will
last a lot longer and in the long run, you end up
saving a lot of money. 

7. If you’re done, pass it on - When you’ve
completed your wardrobe sort-out there are
lots of easy ways for you to get rid of items
that can be worn again, and maybe make a
bit of money too. Even if you think that
something is well and truly past its best
please don’t throw it in the general waste bin,
clothing can be recycled and used for other
purposes.

Sell – There are lots of online second-hand
selling platforms – do just a quick online
search and you’ll find loads.
Donate – Contact your local charity shop to
find out what items they’re taking, or follow
this link to help you find somewhere to
donate.
Swap – Get together with friends or family to
swap clothes and accessories, or search
online for swap events in your community. 
Recycle – When clothes and textiles cannot
be reused or repaired you can recycle them. 
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AUTUMN SELF 
 CARE

Check out these fantastic, warming self care DIY's
by @wanderlightly's owner Sarah, guaranteed to
make you feel relaxed and cozy all Autumn long! 

Skincare that is good for you, and good for 
the planet, and good enough to eat!
Say goodbye to nasty chemicals and toxins, 
and nourish your body with these quick and 
easy, DIY skincare products.

-@wanderlightly

20
22

https://www.instagram.com/wanderlightly/


70gm shea butter

70gm solid coconut oil

10 drops essential oil*

IngredientsWhipped Sweet 
Orange Body Mousse
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By Wanderlightly

The skin loves a little extra help in

the moisture department in both

winter & summer.

 

Moisturising whips & can be easily

created at home using simple

ingredients & essential oils added to

your specific tastes.

As they don't contain any waxes to

set it is best they are stored in a cool

environment to keep them stable.

Directions

Tools

Electric beater

Spatula

Sterilised jar 150 -200gm

Sanitize equipment & surface area.

Place unmelted coconut oil & shea

butter in a deepish bowl, a measuring

jug works well for this.

Using a hand mixer, whip the oil &

butter together until its fluffy, about

3-5 mins.

Add the essential oil & mix through.

Use

Use after shower or on any dry or 

summer skin that needs hydrating.

Notes
Best stored in a cool bathroom as the coconut oil will melt over 25 degrees.

If whip melts, add to the fridge to firm then re-whip.

Will last up to 6 months - always use clean hands when applying to avoid

contamination

https://www.instagram.com/wanderlightly/


Sanitise equipment & surface area.

In a small bowl combine sugar, coffee & top with oil

until desired consistency is reached

Add a few drops of lemon oil if desired.

Store in jar in the fridge for up to 2 weeks

 

4 tbsp raw sugar

2 tbsp olive oil

1/2 inch fresh ginger - grated

5 drops lemon oil* - opt

Ingredients

Directions

Winter Warming 
Ginger Scrub

By Wanderlightly

Ginger has lovely warming properties

& is high in antioxidants, making it

great for anti-aging. It may also

reduce the appearance of scarring &

hypopigmentation.

Lemon is naturally astringent,

detoxifying and clarifying making it a

wonderfully bright addition to this

scrub.

This is a lovely scrub to use in the

cooler months when your body is

craving the warmth.

Use

Tools

Tablespoon measure or precise ml measure

Spoon

Bowl

Small sterilised 100ml -150ml jar/tin

To use, wet skin in bath or shower-

turn the shower off to save water

while you scrub. Apply scrub to skin

& gently massage to remove cells.

Rinse well. Use weekly to pamper.

Notes
To make your scrub last longer you can

substitute the fresh ginger for dried or ginger

powder. Chop dried ginger finely to avoid any

large chunks in your scrub.

If you don't have lemon oil switch it for

another you have on hand.

Will last up to 1 week with fresh ginger, 12

months with dried ginger - always use clean

hands when applying to avoid contamination
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Sanitise equipment & surface area.

Blend oats in a food processor until fine.

Pulse in honey, coconut oil & Epsom salts.

Store in an airtight container

1 cup oats

1/3 cup Epsom salt

1 tbsp coconut oil

2 tsp honey

5 drops of each - lavender & chamomile essential oil

Ingredients

Directions

Healing Oat soak
By Wanderlightly

Oat baths are an old remedy for healing skin conditions from psoriasis to eczema.

They are moisturizing, soothing & aid in reducing skin inflammation, while

coconut oil is antibacterial & highly nourishing.

Soaking in the tub promotes relaxation & aids sleep so a wonderful things to do

at night if you are having any trouble sleeping.

Use

Tools

Cup Measure

Bowl

Spoon

Food processor

Repurposed jar 300ml

Add a few tablespoons to a hot bath.

Notes

Be mindful when getting out of the tub as coconut oil can make it slippery. 

Leave out if you have any concerns about this.Will last 6 months - always 

use clean hands when applying to avoid contamination
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AUTUMN GARDENING 
A WELCOME CHANGE OF PACE

"For me the fall garden is such a welcome change of pace from the hectic months of summer 
where preserving, harvesting, watering and weeding can get the best of even the most 
seasoned and enthusiastic gardener" - YEN

Article by Yen @apple_acres_dk

Whenever the fall rains start to pour down is
cue for us gardeners to begin thinking of the
future. Fall is by far the best time to be planting
new shrubs and trees, and especially trees,
which can be years before reaching maturity, are
great to get planted rather sooner than later.
If you wish to enjoy a beautiful display of tulips,
crocus and daffodils next spring, fall is also the
time to be planting those, and while at it, the
main crop of garlic also needs to go in as the
trees lose their leaves and the freezes hit the
ground. As for the specific timings, there are
always great instructions on the back of the
packages, but as a general rule, as long as you
can dig a hole in the ground and it is not frozen
solid, it is fine to plant bulbs, both garlic and
spring flowers as well as trees and shrubs.   
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Spring cabbage
Broccoli
Savoy cabbage
Pak Choi
Tatsoi
Mizuna
Lettuce
Radish
Daikon radish
Arugula/Rockett
Carrot
Beets
Dill
Cilantro
Broad beans
Spinach

The soil has so much heat energy still stored from
the summer sun that almost all veggie seeds will
germinate almost instantly with the exception of
lettuce, which actually prefers temperatures no
warmer than 70 F to germinate. I usually stick my
lettuce seed trays somewhere in the shade or in the
house, and germination is fine. While the soil is
plenty warm for crops to grow fast and healthy the
decreasing light levels are the thing to be mindful of,
when growing a garden in the fall months. As the
days go shorter and the light levels decrease you
need to add days and even weeks to the “days to
maturity” on the back of the seed packet, depending
on how far into the fall months you have ventured
before sowing your seeds. Also your first frost date
is quite helpful to be aware of in preparing and
growing fall crops, and I like to use this to aim for or
maybe a few weeks prior to this for my cabbages and
calabrese/broccoli to be mature for harvest. This
way I can keep my cold weather crops dormant in
the greenhouse or in the in-ground garden only
covering with frost fleece or low tunnels when there
is a risk of frost. This way the garden functions as a
giant fridge where you can harvest fresh food as long
as your individual climate allows.

Here are some of the fall crops I really like to grow
and harvest during the fall months:

 

If you like to grow fresh produce all year round,
there are still plenty of options during the winter
months, depending on how far north and in-land
you are gardening. Cold weather crops span from all
kinds of cabbages and kales to greens like lettuces
and radicchios. A wide range of different leafy
oriental greens like mizuna, tatsoi and pak chois are
also great for growing in the fall months, as they all
withstand a light frost, as do herbs like cilantro,
thyme, oregano and sage. Having those fresh greens
to add to all of the preserved veggies from the
garden or the farmers market is such a blessing in
the fall months, and great for the garden beds as
well, as the soil is covered by a crop, which helps
keep the soil life healthy and prevent erosion from
heavy rains hitting the bare soil. 
In the fall food garden, there are a few simple
measures to take for a successful gardening
experience. 

Insect control is of an essence in the fall garden, as all
kinds of globally or locally known pests and critters
tend to invade our seedlings especially in the early
fall. Luckly, there are also some great and not too
expensive options for organic pest control to rely on,
and I find that armed with insect netting and a
watchful eye, my garden survives the fall pest
attacks just fine.
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I thoroughly enjoy the fall garden in all its glory. I
love the golden hours, the falling leaves and the
warm colors which are so pro dominant right
before trees and scrubs are stripped naked of
their foliage. I love that you can harvest, sow and
collect seeds all in the same season, and that
nature so abundantly pays us back what we put
into it. 

Some of these veggies like the broccoli and spring
cabbage I germinate as soon as June/July, but others
like lettuce, cilantro, broad beans, spinach and radish
I can sow under cover as late as September and the
beginning of October for cropping in November.

collecting seeds from annual flowers and
veggies
foraging berries and harvesting nuts, apples,
pears and persimmons 
leaving some debris for the wildlife to
overwinter in
propagating new strawberry plants from
runners
keep on weeding - you will thank yourself in
spring
collect fallen leaves to make leaf mulch or
compost
prepare to winterize frost tender plants and
trees 
drain irrigation lines before the first freeze

Here are some other activities you might enjoy
in the fall garden and which will help you easing
into winter with peace of mind that the garden
will be doing just fine all through winter without
too much need for constant attention

If you are thinking “I´m not in a position where I
want to start growing new crops for fall” there are
still plenty of opportunities to be doing valuable
gardening activities which both the garden and the
wildlife in the garden will be thankful for next spring 

When we take a stroll around the garden in fall we
are oftentimes met with bare soil in our spent garden
beds and piles of leaves or branches or perennials
which need a cut back before winter. Mulching bare
soil is one of the most valuable chores of the fall
garden, and actually at all times of the year
whenever the ground is uncovered. Soil is meant to
be covered, and in fall we are blessed with so many
materials perfect for mulching like for instance fallen
leaves, spent compost from pots, sticks, straw. The
only thing to be mindful of is not to spread and weed
seeds around the garden in the process. Mulch is also
a nice resting place for hollyhocks and other wildlife
which go dormant during late fall and winter.  
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5  W A Y S  T O  H A V E  A  M O R E
S U S T A I N A B L E
H A L L O W E E N

Article written by Tasha Medve @thepurposefulyou

When we think of the word sustainability we often think of local, ethical, materials, manufacturing, the impact on
the environment and the list goes on… There’s many aspects that go into the word sustainability and we are all
trying to learn more, do better and be better. 

This year, Halloween can be an opportunity to question what we’ve done in the past and dive deeper into how we
can have a more mindful celebration. I would never say skip the chocolate or costumes but doing one thing
differently this year that is better for the planet and people can be the goal. How can we make it more sustainable?
Read on to see 5 ways you can have a more sustainable Halloween celebration.

L E T ’ S  T A L K  C H O C O L A T E1 .

The power of refusal is a beautiful and empowering thing.
Saying no to purchasing chocolate wrapped in plastic this
year can be one thing you do differently. Focusing on
purchasing chocolate or candy that comes in paper that
can be recycled afterwards is one way to create less waste.
Choosing certified Fairtrade chocolate is another way to be
more mindful in the sweets department this year. There
may be a cost difference, for good reason, so you could do
a hybrid of Fairtrade chocolate and paper wrapped
chocolate to ensure you don’t break the bank. Whether
you’re handing out chocolate or hosting a party, there’s
many ways to be more sustainable when it comes to
chocolate this year.
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The big question, what am I going to dress up as
this year? Firstly, we can think twice about
purchasing a costume made out of plastics,
synthetic materials or full of sparkles and get
creative! Shop in your closet first and see how
you can make your own clothes and makeup
work for a costume. Or maybe you do a repeat
from a few years ago? Reach out to friends or
family to see if you can borrow or swap a
costume. Visit a secondhand store or rent a
costume. Let’s all spend a few more minutes
planning out our costumes this year.

2 .  C O S T U M E S

Let’s get decorating: Head to your bin of spooky
items first before purchasing anything new. We
often forget what we already have and it’s easy
to get distracted at the stores when it’s full of
new and exciting items. If you’re adding or
starting your halloween decoration bin, it’s best
to focus on timeless, less is more, quality and
making long term investments. Remember to
pick a budget and stick to it, that could mean 3
quality items instead of 10. Don’t forget, finding
secondhand items can save you money too!

We’ve all seen the plastic pumpkin baskets kids
use in the movies. Now it’s time to switch it up!
If you already have a plastic basket, reuse and
reuse as that’s the first step to a more
sustainable life. If you don’t have anything for
the kiddos, invest in a woven basket, reuse a
pillow case for those older kids, sew your own
bag or purchase a cotton canvas tote. Each of
these you can reuse over and over again and
should last a long time. A cotton tote is also
machine washable and can be passed down to
generations! A trick or treat bag or basket can
be a one time purchase for life and not
something we throw away every year.

3 .  R E U S A B L E  T R I C K  O R  T R E A T
B A G

4 .  L E T ’ S  G E T  D E C O R A T I N G

5 .  I T ’ S  P U M P K I N  S E A S O N

The most natural way to celebrate halloween!
Who doesn’t love to go to the pumpkin patch
and pick out their favouite pumpkin to carve?
It’s a fun tradition and one that supports your
local farmers. Decorating inside and outside of
the home with pumpkins creates zero waste as  

it can be composted afterwards. Before you
compost your pumpkin, think about who could
benefit from your pumpkin first? If you haven’t
carved it, eat it! Make a pie or dog treats. If it’s
been carved, you may want to feed it to animals
in the forest (make sure to cut it into pieces) or
give it to a farm who has small animals that
would love to eat it. Take it one step further
this year with your pumpkins! 

Well there you have it! A few new or
different ways to make your
Halloween a little more sustainable
this year. A common theme in this
article is we all have choices. We
have many choices that are one step
better than what we have done in the
previous years. We have a choice to
create new habits. We have a choice
to purchase a new item that will last
a lifetime. You can create a
sustainable Halloween that is
attainable for you. 

We hope some of the tips above
have guided you to think about
celebrating this Halloween a little
more purposefully this year.
Remember, one step at a time and
make it fun!
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By Cadie Piecuch @naturallycadie

WHAT YOU WILL NEED 

+2 1/2 cups GF flour
+3 tbsp brown sugar
+1 tsp salt
+1 cup vegan butter
+4 tbsp cold water

+2lbs of apples
+1/2 cup brown sugar
+2 tbsp corn starch
+1-2 tsp cinnamon
+1/4 tsp nutmeg
+1/2 lemon *juice*

+melted vegan butter
+1 tbsp brown sugar

Pie Crust
 

Apple Filling
 

Brush
 

GLUTEN FREE 
& 

VEGAN 

APPLE PIE

H O W  T O  M A K E
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Don't let diet restrictions stop you
from enjoying this festive apple
pie! 

Follow this step by step instruction guide
on how to make your very own apple pie

at home! 

https://www.instagram.com/naturallycadie/


Apple Pie
B Y  C A D I E  P I E C U C H

Instructions
Kneed all crust ingredients until a dough 
forms

Divide the dough in half and shape into a 
ball

Cover & refrigerate for min 1/2 hour
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Apples: Wash, peel, core & thinly 
slice.

Transfer to bowl, add sugar, cornstarch, 
cinnamon, and lemon juice. Toss until the 
apples are well-coated. Set aside

On a lightly floured surface, roll out one half of 
the dough. 

Transfer to a greased pie dish* and press 
against the bottom & sides.
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Prick bottom of pie crust all over with a fork and then fill with apples 

Roll out other half of dough and cut into
strips. 

Lay them on top of the pie to make a
lattice design. 

Trim overhanging dough and crimp
edges

Brush top with vegan butter and sprinkle
with sugar

Bake 50-60 minutes until golden

Cover sides or top with tin foil if it gets
too dark during baking.
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Let your Apple Pie cool before 
serving & Enjoy! 

Delicous when served 
with vanilla nice 
cream!

Be sure to follow
@naturallycadie

for more
delicious gluten
free, plant based

recipes!
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SUNSLAYER is a new kind of sunscreen. They care about your skin and
care about our planet too. They feel natural sunscreens don't have to be
boring. They can be bold and fun and do a whole lotta good!

Sunslayer is an all natural physical sunscreen, affectionately known as
Slay! It is SPF50+, vegan, cruelty free and fragrance free, perfect for the
whole family! Reef safe, plastic free, non-greasy and no white cast. 

Made in Australia where sunscreen standards are one of the strictest in
the world. This sunscreen comes in a fully aluminium tube (including the
lid!) so it’s 100% recyclable. Take advantage NOW with 20% off ALL our
sunscreens and our SPF Party Pack with code: WASTEFREE20 (expires on
31 st October) They ship Worldwide in plastic free packaging.

For our full ingredient list, check out sunslayer.com.au -- they don’t hide
any of our ingredients!

Join the #slayerlife & follow them on social | Facebook | Instagram | Tik
Tok |@sunslayeraus

SUNSLAYER is a one woman BIPOC small business with Big Dreams for
this planet! We acknowledge the traditional owners of the land in which
SUNSLAYER operates, the Whadjuk people of Whadjuk Boodja (Perth) of
the Noongar Nation.
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Check out -
SUNSLAYER

SUBPOD
Your waste is a powerful thing. This year, you’ll send roughly
330lbs of food waste to landfill, where it will fuel global
methane emissions and climate change. Turn your waste into a
rich, nutritious fertiliser that feeds the soil instead! Compost up
to 44lbs of food waste a week in Subpod. Mess free, smell free
and easily maintainable in just 5 minutes a week, Subpod is the
compost system for people who love simple.

If you happened to catch our Spring issue, we joined Peter
Critch, subpod's very own compost expert, as he went into all
the details of at home composting.  From it's benefits, to it's
overall importance, to the do's and don't and the science behind
it all.

The Subpod composting systems come in two different sizes:
Subpod Classic and Subpod Mini, for those in smaller spaces. 

SUBPOD CLASSIC SUBPOD MINI

To learn more about the Subpod and to receive the full 411 breakdown on all  things 
composting be sure to check out our previous issue and visit our website 
 www.wastefreeplanet.org for an exclusive Subpod compost bin discount! 

https://sunslayer.com.au/
https://www.instagram.com/sunslayeraus/
https://www.wastefreeplanet.org/shop


WE LOVE THE COMMUNITY WE'VE CREATED AND ARE HUMBLED BY
YOUR SUPPORT AND INSPIRATION

 
UNFORTUNANTLY MAINTAINING OUR WEBSITE, FREE MAGAZINE AND

SOCIAL MEDIA PRESENCE ISN'T FREE
 

WHILE WE WILL ALWAYS PUT MANY OF OUR OWN HOURS TOWARDS
WASTE FREE PLANET, YOUR FINANCIAL SUPPORT DOES HELP!

 
IF YOU LOVE AND ENJOY WHAT WE DO, PLEASE CONSIDER MAKING A

SMALL DONATION TO HELP US COVER OUR COSTS TO OUR PAYPAL 
 ACCOUNT

Are you enjoying our Digital Magazine?

HOST OUR WEBSITE
PRODUCE & DISTRIBUTE THIS MAGAZINE
MAINTAIN OUR SOCIAL MEDIA PRESENCE AND
CONTINUE ECO-CONSCIOUS LIFESTYLE
EDUCATION 

YOUR SUPPORT HELPS US:
 

Are you a sustainable business or
influencer?

WE'RE ALWAYS LOOKING FOR NEW OPPORTUNITIES FOR
COLLABORATION, CONTACT US VIA EMAIL TO FIND OUT MORE

ABOUT WHAT WE OFFER

HELLO.WASTEFREEPLANET@GMAIL.COM

HELLO.WASTEFREEPLANET@GMAIL.COM
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We want to hear your feedback
LET US KNOW WHAT YOU THINK AND BE SURE TO

GIVE US A FOLLOW 

Instagram Facebook

WASTEFREEPLANET.ORG

The design, brand and concept of Waste Free Planet Magazine are copyright of 
© Waste Free Planet ABN 23 596 247 592.

 
Disclaimer

Waste Free Planet takes all care but accepts no responsibility for unsolicited materials. Waste Free Planet
holds copyright to all content unless otherwise stated. While every effort has been made to ensure the

accuracy of the information in the publication, the publishers accept no responsibility or liability for any
errors, omissions or resultant consequences including any loss or damage arising from reliance on information

in this publication.
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